
1st dam
Hope For America SI 90, by Separatist. Winner at 3, $17,563. Sister to PHONE TAG SI 97. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 to race–
Bossey Bertie (f. by BF Farm Boss). Winner to 3, $5,275.

2nd dam
Hope To Cope SI 102, by Hawkinson. 4 wins to 3, $23,939. Dam of 7 foals to race, 7 winners–
PHONE TAG SI 97 (g. by Separatist). 3 wins to 5, $57,296, AQRA President’s Open Spring Futurity, Barbra B H., 3rd Paul B Ford Mem. H.
HOUSE COOSE SI 92 (g. by Foose). 7 wins to 3, $52,884, California Breeders 550 Sophomore S. [R], 2nd Sgt. Pepper Feature H.
Keepyourshirton SI 93 (f. by Foose). 3 wins to 6, $46,518, 2nd Arapahoe Distaff Challenge. Dam of–
Where Is My Corona SI 92. Winner to 3, 2023, $23,293, 3rd Rock Springs Wyoming Bred Futurity [R].
Evee SI 89 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins to 6, $47,181, finalist in Los Alamitos Oaks [G3].

3rd dam
Halfpast Aheartbreak SI 86, by Corona Cartel. Winner at 2, $8,955. Dam of 15 foals to race, 10 winners, 11 ROM–
Dig Deeper SI 102 (One Sweet Jess). 4 wins to 4, $37,250, 2nd El Moro De Cumpas S., Mike Hastings Mem. S., 3rd Arizona QRA Futurity.
Ccorona De Dinastia SI 95 (First Dinastia). 4 wins to 4, ($29,653 USA), in Mexico, 3rd Futurity Criadores Mexicanos [R].
Lover Cat SI 81 (Hawkinson). Placed to 3. Dam of–
LOOSIN MY LOVER SI 101. 2 wins to 5, $40,180, Crater Lake H., Baxter Andruuss Oregon Bred Futurity [R].
LIL TOUCH OF DIXIE SI 101. 6 wins to 5, $34,055, Baxter Andruuss Oregon Bred Futurity [R], 2nd Pot O’ Gold Futurity, Sun Downs Distaff Challenge.

4th dam
A Special Endeavor SI 92, by Special Effort. 2 wins at 3, $6,305. Half sister to WASH AND WEAR SI 108 ($78,534 [G3]; dam of DRIP DRY DASH SI 107, $147,133 [G3]; granddam of Tycoon Jess SI 94, $55,861), SPIT CURL LARK SI 100 ($42,973 [G3]; dam of LIL SPIT CURL SI 108, $107,092; granddam of SPIT CURL JESS SI 100, $141,719 [G1]), To Fit To Be Tied SI 90 ($37,657 [G1]), Shez Not Too Shabby SI 94 (dam of HEZ NOT TOO SHABBY SI 105, $192,469 [R] [G1]). Dam of 9 foals to race, 6 winners, 7 ROM–
WINNING ENDEAVOR SI 100 (Runaway Winner). 8 wins to 4, $59,380, Santa Cruz County Futurity [G3], 2nd AQRA Turf Paradise Derby [G3], AQRA Laddie S., etc.
Adrianna SI 101 (Takin On The Cash). 3 wins to 3, $13,002, finalist [R] [G3]. Dam of
WINNING ADDICTION SI 91 ($28,534), Annas Little Licker SI 99; granddam of HUNTERS CER NIMBLE SI 92, BDB ADDIE BE NIMBLE SI 84.

ENGAGEMENTS: PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut.; eligible for Desert Classic Stakes Program, Arizona Bred Stakes Program.
Accredited Arizona Bred.